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June 10, 1983 

The Honorable Howard M. Metzenbaum 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Metzenbaum: 

Subject: ' SSA Needs ,to Protect Against Possible 
'of' Interest in Its Disability Programs 

C,onflicts 

(GAO/HRD-83-65) 

Ina December 16, 1981, letter, youasked us to address 
several concerns you had about the Social.Security Administra- 
tion's (SSA's) review of the disability rolls and the large num- 
ber of persons losing their benefits as a result of this ef- 
fort.. Included in your request were specific questions about+ 
the consultative examinations used in making the eligibility 
decisions. '-':, 

We addressed the broader issues affecting SSA's disability 
investigations in a briefing presented to your office in May 
1982 and in testimony provid d 

P 
to two congressional subcommit- 

tees in May and August 1982. However, because of the impor- 
tance and complexity of the consultative examination issue, we 
agreed to study this matter separately. We began a survey of 
the consultative examination process in September 1982. 

We have concluded that SSA's policies need to be revised to 
protect againstpossible conflicts of interest on the.part 'of 
physicians working for the various State Disability Determina- 
tion Services (DDSs) and under contract to SSA. We identified a 
"loophole" in SSA's policies whereby physicians are prohibited 
from performing consultative examinations (unless there is no 
other qualified medical resource available), but are permitted 
to have familial or financial interests in firms or organiza- 
tions performing them:., 

1We also testified on April 7 and May 20, 1983, before the Sen- 
ate Special Committee on Aging and the House Select Committee 
on Aging, respectively, regarding SSA's adjudication process 
for mentally impaired persons. 
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ENCLOSURE I ENCLOSURE I 

CONTRACTUAL WJTIES OF 

CHIEF REGIONAL MEDICAL ADVISOR 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

9. 

10. 

11. 

Participates as a member of the technical evaluation panel 
for regional office medical consultants. 

Assists in orienting new regional office medical consult- 
ants to medical aspects of SSA disability programs. 

Provides second review on questionable cases where the 
question involves a medical issue and provides other tech- 
nical assistance as required. 

Provides advice, as required, on proper distribution of' 
case files for expeditious and competent review of dis- 
ability claims by the proper medical consultants. 

Provides guidance to State Disability Determination Serv- 
ice (DDS) Chief Medical Consultants. 

Participates in the training and orientation of DDS medical 
consultants. 

Provides medical guidance to pertinent nonmedical personnel 
engaged in case review operations. 

Identifies medical problems arising in DDS or regional of- 
fice and helps resolve them. 

Works with central office medical consultant service phy- 
sicians to resolve medical documentation and evaluation 
problems. 

Participates in central office issue meetings as required. 

Works with Government and non-Government agencies with re- 
lated interest within the region to provide medical inter- 
pretations of the SSA program and its objectives. 
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Current SSA policy pertaining to physician independence 
states that "All.implications of possible conflicts of interest 
must be avoided." We believe this policy should be strengthened 
and enforced to prohibit all SSA and DDS physicians, whether. 
under contract or employees, from having any familial or finan- 
cial interests in firms or organizations doing consultative ex- 
aminations for the disability programs. 

As a result of SSA's current policy, a situation existed in 
one of SSA's regional offices, where the Chief Regional Medical . 
Advisor and one other medical consultant were associated with a 
firm receiving almost $2 million in 1982 for performing .consul- 
tative examinations. While these arrangements were approved in 
advance by SSA and did not violate Government standards of 
ethics, and thus were not illegal, they did create a conflict of 
interest situation. Both medical consultants terminated their 
contracts with SSA on May 6,,1983., 

BACKGROUND ON CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONS 

Medical evidence is,the key factor in SSA's disability 
decisions. Evidence from existing sources, such as treating 
physicians and institutions, is considered the best source of 
information. However, if there are no existing sources, if the 
available evidence is not sufficient to make a decision, or if 
there are material conflicts in the evidence, an independent 
medical (consultative) examination should be purchased. 

In recent years, SSA has increased the use of consultative 
examinations and has significantly increased the total amount 
spent for this service. About 24 percent of the disability 
claims processed in fiscal year 1976 involved a consultative ex- 
amination. This rate increased to about 40 percent in fiscal 
year.1982. Likewise, program funds spent for medical examina- 
tions rose from $56 million to $145 million during the same per- 
iod. The congressional mandate to review the disability 
rolls--the periodic review requirement of Public Law 9602650-has 
contributed to this growth. The purchase rate in these review 
cases was about 54 percent in fiscal year 1982, and SSA has. 
budgeted for a 600percent rate for fiscal years 1983 and 1984. 

To meet SSA's increased demand for these purchased medical 
examinations, some physicians, groups of physicians, hospitals, 
and clinics have devoted all or a major portion of their 
practice to doing examinations for SSA’s disability programs. 
Many States have turned to these 'volume providers" to handle 
the increased demand for consultative examinations and to fill 
shortages in certain medical specialties or in underserved 
areas. 
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OBJECTIVES, SCOiBE, AWD ~ETBODOLQGY 

Our survey of the colnsultative examination process included 
visits to several DDS's, Our work initially focused on reviewing 
the DDSs* procedures for selecting, reviewing, and reimbursing 
the various co8nsulCative examination sources employed. Included 
in this work was a review of the relative independence or sep- 
aration of duties existing at the DDSs in the operational units 
involved with consultative examinations. 

During o'ur visits , we learned of a possible conflict of in- 
terest situation in SSA’s Chicago Regional Off ice, where two l1 
physicians working for SSA as contractors were reported, to also 
be involved with a firm doing consultative examinations for the 
Illinois DDlS. We were provided details about the alleged situa- 
tion. 

We verified that the situation existed and reviewed the 
scope of the physicians' contractual responsibilities and 
activities for SSA. We discussed these activities with various 
personnel fram SSA and with DDS officials in Springfield, Illi- 
nois. At SSA, we most with regional and headquarters officials 
involved with the disability programs, and specifically those 
officials responsible for the work being done by the physicians. 
We also spoke to the physicians involved. 

We reviewed SSA.5 policies pertaining to physician inde- 
pendence and conflict of interest situations. There were no 
Federal guidelines pertaining to contractors in this area, so we 
focused on SSA's policies. 

Early in our survey we recognized that SSA knew of the 
physicians' involvement with the firm doing consultative exami- 
nations. We were told by SSA officials that this had been ap- 
proved in advance. Our methodology centered on determining 
whether the situation raised potential conflict of interest 
concerns and warranted changes to SSA policies. 

We limited our work to the situation identified in Chicago. 
We did not determine if similar situations existed elsewhere at 
either the SSA or the DDS level. The survey was performed in 
accordance with generally accepted government audit standards. 

This report pertains only to the situation identified in 
Chicago and to SSA policies regarding consultative examinations. 
Other issues regarding consultative examinations are being ex- 
plored separately and are not discussed in this report. 
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SSA POLICIES ALLaW MEUXtCAb 
CONSULTANTS TTlo HAVE FXM~IAL 
INTERESTS IN CQWSOR~A!!!XVE 
EXAHINATIQNS 

Current SSA policy pertaining to physician independence 
states that uAll implications of possible conflicts of interest 
must bet avoided.* We believe this policy needs to be strength- 
ened and ernforc~d to prohibit all SSA and DDS physicians, 
whether under cmtract or employees, from having any familial or ' 
financial interests in firms or organizations doing consultative 
examinations for the disability programs. Although SSA had such 
a policy pertaining to DDS physicians dating back at least to 
July 1967, 2 it apparently never had a similar policy for physi- 
cians working dirktctly for SSA (except for a 3-month period in 
1981'as discussed below). Changes made to SSA’s policies since 
December 1981 have created a ~loopholea whereby familial or . 
financial interestsare no longer prohibited for SSA or DDS 
physicians,. 

. 
In flegtember 1981, after public and congressional concerns 

focused attention on volume providers, SSA issued a policy 
statement c:c#nc'@rnfnig SSA regional medical consultants and con- 
sultative! 63xamninatfons. The September 11, 1981, memorandum from 
SSA's Associate Commisarioner for Operational Policy and Proce- 
dures to SSA*s Mgiolnal Commissioners referred to the policy on 
DDS physicians and required that regional medical consultant 
contracts be amended to include the following provision: 

"Contractor agrees not to (1) perform consultative 
examinations for any Disability Determination 
Swvice; or (2) acquire or maintain, directly or 

2The policy contained in section DI 2026 B.2 of the Program 
Operating Manual stated: 

Where a consultative examination is needed, none 
of the DDS reviewing physicians should perform it, 
unless there is no other qualified medical resource 
available. To avoid implications of possible con- 
flict of interest, extend this policy to physicians 
associated with DDS reviewing physicians in medical 
partnerships or similar relationships." 

This policy was rescinded in May 1982. 
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indjrectly, including any member of his/her fam- 
ily* any financial interest in a medical partner- 
ship or s~imilar relationship in which consulta- 
tive examinations for Disability Determination 
.Services phces grovidesrd. 

'@In addition, contrasicrtor agrees to disqualify 
himselffherself from any case in which he/she has 
prior knowledge or experience." 

This policy remained in effect for only 3 months. In 
December 1981 the Ass'ociate Commissioner issued another policy 
statement to the Regional Commissioners which removed the re- 
striction on financial interest in medi,cal firms that do exam- 
inations for the DDSs. One official in SSA,'s Office of Opera- 
tional Policy and Procedure said the policy was relaxed because 
of negative feedback from the SSA regional offices and State 
DDSs. SSA,Chicago reGiona officials said they were very vocal 
in their protest of this policy because it would mean they would 
lose their Chief Regional Medical Advisor. 

Similarly, on March~15, 1982, a Program Policy Statement 
(No. 631 was is'sued by the Office of Operational.Policy and 
Procedures which contained no restriction on financial in- 
terests in firms doing consultative examinations. Under the 
heading of 'Physician Independence" for sources of consultative 
examinations, this policy statement contained the. following 
provision: 

"All implications of possible conflict of interest 
must be avoided. For example, the physician doing 
the examination or test must not be a full-time or 
part-time employee of a State DDS or any component 
of SSA unless there is no other qualified medical 
resource available. In such instances, the physi- 
cian cannot participate in the disability deci- 
sionmaking or review process on that claim. Also, 
the phyanrician must not have any familial, finan- 

. cial, or other relationship to the claimant, e.g.# 
aai an actual or potential representative payee." 

The draft of this policy that was sent to various SSA com- 
ponents and State agencies for comment in September 1981 origin- 
ally co8ntained the restriction on financial interests that was 
in the September 11 memorandum. The file of background in- 
formation on this policy statement contained input from various 
organizational components. A few DDSs and SSA regional offices 
expressed concern that the program might lose some of its medi- 
cal consultants because the policy on physician independence was 
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too restrictive. Some felt that it precluded the DDS and SSA 
physicians from having any affiliation with medical groups, even 
loose affiliations where office space may be shared and nothing 
more. 

We believe SSA's revised policies are too loose and permit 
situations that could jeopardize the integrity of its disability 
programs and its professional staff. Although DDS and SSA phy- 
sicians are prohibited'from doing consultative examinations, 
situations in which they may have financial interests should 
also be prohibited because of the conflict of interest situation 
that may result. 

A situation identified in SSA's Chicago Regional Office 
highlights this problem. Two physicians, including the former 
Chief Regional Medical Advisor, have interests in a firm doing 
almost $2 million worth of examinations for the Illinois DDS in 
fiscal year 1982. As discussed in more detail below, we believe 
this situation presented a "conflict" and should not have been 
permitted by SSA. 

SSA MEDICAL CONSULTANTS AND 
CONSULTATIVE EXAMINATIONSl INC. 

One of the. top volume providers in the country in fiscal 
year 1982, in terms of dollar receipts, was Consultative Ex- 
aminations, Inc. (CEI)--a firm established by Dr. Sandor 
Berendi, the Chief Regional Medical Advisor for SSA's Chicago 
Regional Office. 

Dr. Berendi assumed that position in 1977. The Chief 
Regional Medical.Advisor and the other medical consultants in 
the Chicago region are contractors rather than SSA employees. 
The scope of Dr. Berendi's contractual duties is described in . 
the enclosure. 

Dr. Berendi established CEI in July 1980 to do examinations 
for SSA and for other Government and private programs. CEI's 
1982 Annual Report to the Illinois Secretary of State shows that 
Dr. Berendi is the firm's president, secretary, and treasurer. 

Several of the other key staff at CEI are, or were, also 
associated with the SSA Chicago Regional Office. The firm's 
business manager since its beginning had been a financial man- 
agement specialist with the Regional Office until August 1980. 
While employed at SSA, the manager was primarily responsible for 
working with the six State DDSs in the region on all budgetary 
and financial matters- including the consultative examination 
budgets. 
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Six of the original physicians e&ployed by Dr. Berendi to 
do the medical examinations at CEI were also medical consultants 
at the SEA Regional Officer! when the firm began serving the Illi- 
nois DDS in Septemb~er 1980. Five of those physicians terminated 
either their relationship with SSA or their relationship with 
CEI by December 19811. Only one--Erlinda Berendi, Dr. Sandor 
Berendi's wife--was bath a medical consu.ltant to the Regional 
office at the time of our review and affiliated with CEI. 

CEI, located in Chicago, does a great deal of work for the 
Illinois DDS'. ln fiscal year 1981, its first year of operation, 
GE1 received $84Sr23~6 from the Illinois DDS. In fiscal year 
1982, the firm's receipts from the DDS more than doubled to 
Sl,734*957. Thes 198'2 figure represents about 28.5 percent of 
the Illinois DDS* total expenditures for consultative examina- 
tions for that year. 

SSA officia&s approved Dr. Berendi's 
Zinaneial interest dn CEI 

SSA headquarters and regional officials have been aware for 
more than 2 years of Dr. Sandor Blsrendi's financial interest in 
CEI. Although SSA at one time issued a policy prohibiting such 
a relationship with its regional consultants, as discussed on 
page 5, that policy wa,s rescinded after 3 months, and current 
policy does not pracluds medical consultants from having a fi- 
nancial interest in firms that do examinations for SSA. 

Before CEI began working for the Illinois DDS in September 
1980, .Dr. Bersndi discus'sed his plans with SSA Chicago Regional 
officials. Regional officials sought an opinion from the De- 
partment of Health and Human Services' (HiiS') Regional Attorney 
on the propriety of regional medical consultants, including Dr. 
Berendi, performing consultative examinations for the Illinois 
DDS. We were told by regional officials that, based on an opin- 
ion from the Acting Regional Attorney, and after discussing the 
issues with SSA headquarters officials, they gave Dr. Berendi 
approval to proceed with his plans. The approval was based on 
the absence of any internal policies or conflict of interest 
regulations governing contractors. 

Because they were contractors and not employees, Drs. 
Sandor and Erlinda Berendi were not subject to the Government's 
standards and policies pertaining to conflicts of interest. 
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Currently, there are no Federal regulations pertaining to con- 
tractom and conflicts; of interest.3 

The Federal Government's regulations on standards of con- 
duct provide a clear message to Government employees--they must 
earn and maintain the public's confidence in the Government's 

/- 

integrity by avoiding conflicts of 'interest and favoritism in 
dealing with: those who' do business with the Government. Spew' 
cifically, employees are prohibited from having a direct or 
indirect financial interest that conflicts substantially with + 
their Government duties and responsibilities or from gaining fi- 
nancially from information obtained through Government employ- 
ment. A conflict may exist even though there is no reason to 
believe the employee will resolve the situation to his or her 
personal advantage rather than in an objective manner. Employ- 
ees? therefore, are told to avoid participation not only in mat- 
ters where a conflict actually exists, but also in situations, 
where a conflict is likely to arise. 

Contractors' 'duties create 
conflict agituaation 

While the Eerendis' relationship with SSA and their concur- 
rent interests in CEI did not technically violate existing 
standards and policies , because they were not Government employ- 
ees.@ we believe the situation. should be evaluated in light of 
the spirit and intent of the standards. Barticular considera- 
tion should be given to the impact of any real or apparent con- 
flict on the publicls confidence in SSA's disability adjudica- 
tion process and in the overall operation of the programs. 

We believe Dr. Sandor Berendi's duties as Chief Regional 
Medical Advisor gave him an unfair competitive advantage over 
other existing and potential examination sources and placed him 
in a position to possibly gain financially from his SSA duties. 

3The Office of Management and Budget has drafted Federal 
Acquisition Regulations that will cover contractors. These 
draft regulations contain the following language: 

"Organizational conflict of interest means a situa- 
tion in which the nature of the work under a pro- 
posed-Government contract and a prospective contrac- 
tor's organizational, financial, contractual, or 
other interests are such that (a) award of the con- 
tract may result in an unfair competitive advantage 
or (b) the contractor's objectivity in performing 
the contract work may be impaired." 
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In his capacity as Chief Regional Medical Advisor, he had access 
to program information that could be advantageous to his outside 
business-- from program and policy changes at the national level, 
to workload and operational information at the DDS level. He 
also worked with the DDS pers'onnel whose responsibilities in- 
cluded selecting consultative examination sources. 

As part of their duties at the SSA Regional Office, both 
physicians reviewed dis'ability cases to determine if the DDSs 
had made the correct eligibility decisions and had adequately 
documented the decisions. If a case is not properly documented, 
it can be returned to the DDS for additional documentation. 
Often this means purchasing a consultative examination. Poten- 
tially, cases--particularly cases in which the beneficiary 
resides in the Chicago area --could be returned to the Illinois 
DDS retquetsting more documentation, with the knowledge that the 
DDS could possibly order an examination from CEI, the largest 
volume provider in the Chicago area. 

We believe the physicians' involvement with CEI could have 
impaired (1) their objectivity in their consulting roles for SSA 
and (2) the objectivity'of other SSA regional staff responsible 
for reviewing disability cases from the Illinois DDS. Other 
physicians on the regional medical consultant staff worked with 
Dr. Erlinda Berendi and under the leadership of Dr. Sandor 
Berendi, who recruited and trained the medical consultant staff. 

The physicians terminated their contracts with SSA on May 
6, 1983. 

CQHCLUSIOWS 

S'SA's policies regarding physician independence on con- 
sultative examinations are too, loose and permit situations like 
the one identified in Chicago. Although DDS and SSA physicians 
are prohibited from doing consultative examinations, situations 
in which they may have a financial interest should also be 
prohibited because of the conflict of interest situation that 
may result. 

Dr. Sandor Berendi's relationship with SSA and his concur- 
rent financial interest in CEZ did not violate existing Govern- 
ment standards of ethics because he was a contractor and not a 
Government employee. However, because of the significant amount 
of time he spent working with SSA each year, the specific duties 
and responsibilities as Chief Regional Medical Advisor, and the 
importance and visibility.of this position, we believe a con- 
flict of interest situation existed. We believe the potential 
existed for Dr. Berendi to gain financially from his SSA posi- 
tion. We have similar concerns about Dr. Erlinda Berendi, who 
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served as a medical consultant to SSA and was also involved with 
CEI. 

RECOMMEWDATICMS 

To protect against possible conflicts of inteiest in the 
disability programsr we recommend that the Secretary of H&S re- 
quire that the Commissioner of SSA revise SSA's policies regard- 
ing physician independence on consultative examinations to pro- , 
hibit all SSA and DlDS physicians , whether under contract or em- 
playees, from having familial or financial interests in firms or 
organiaatione doing consultative examinations. Contracts with 
physicians should be modified to include this prohibition. 

We also reecmmmd that the Secretary have the Commissioner 
determine whether conflict situations, such as the one iden- 
tified in Chicago, exist elsewhere at either the State or SSA 
level. Although we have no knowledge at this time of any other 
such situation, we are concerned that some DDSs apparently felt 
that including a financial interest prohibition would result in 
some consultants resigning (see page 5). 

SSA AND MEDICAL COESSULTAEPS COMMENTS 

As in&ru@ted by your staff , we did not take the additional 
tizslc? needed to obtain written agency comments on the matters 
discussed in this report. We did, however, discuss the report 
with SSA officials on April 29, 1983. On May 19, we also dis- 
cussed the report with Drs. Sandor and Erlinda Berendi. 

Both physicians were greatly concerned about the report and . 
how they may be viewed. They pointed out that.(l) they had 
prior approval for the firm's role in doing consultative 
examinations and (2) SSA and the Illinois DDS were pleased with 
the quality of their work. 

We appreciate their concerns. But their activities with 
SSA, although approved by SSA and not illegal, indicate the in- 
adskquarcies of SSA’s policies. Both SSA and DDS officials spoke 
to us very favorably about the physicians' work and that of CEI. 
SSA officials commented particularly about the outstanding con- 
tributions these physicians have made to the disability pro- 
grams. 

Following our meeting with SSA officials on April 29, SSA 
began a study to identify if any other situations exist at the 
State or Federal level where physicians may have financial 
interests in firms doing consultative examinations for the 
disability programs. The officials have agreed to provide US 
with their findings. Further, they indicated that they will 
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11 III 

wait until the study is completed before making a decision 
regarding establishin 

c? 
a policy on financial interests for SSA 

contract physicians. r DDS physicians. 

We,are send$ng copies of this report to the Chairmen of the 
Senate CommitteeS on Finance and on Governmental Affairs and the 
Bouse Committees on Ways and Means and ‘On'Government Operations; 
the Secretary of HI&S8 the Director, Office of Management and 
Budget: the Commissioner of Social Security: the Director, Of- 
fice of Personnel Management; and other interested parties. 

Sincerely yours, 

Richard L. Fogel 
Director 

Enclosure 
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